Seamlessly deliver and
measure high-impact,
continual learning campaigns
For compliance owners who need to deliver,
communicate, and report on program
performance, Catalyst Reach is a powerful
learning system designed by E&C experts to
prioritize ease of deployment and high-quality
learner experience—for anyone, anywhere

Built for compliance
Catalyst Reach is a compliance learning system for creating and managing E&C training programs. Using a
comprehensive set of tools, you can deliver training that’s easy for learners to access, complete, and react to.
Plus, you can save time and drive awareness by automating curriculum communication and delivery while
centralizing your program.
Ethics and compliance training is different than other employee learning and development initiatives. Because
of its unique requirements, it should not be treated the same.
Unlike a corporate-wide LMS, Catalyst Reach was designed to drive ethical culture while meeting evolving
regulatory guidance. Our solution provides a clear distinction between E&C training and other corporate
training, a key regulatory requirement.

Helping your E&C program run smoothly
Ensure continual learning reaches all your employees, without hours of
manual maintenance or administrative headaches.

Scalable compliance training development
Choose from our extensive library of award-winning courses and easily make edits to personalize content,
look and feel for your learners. Use intuitive admin features to seamlessly enroll learners and automatically
assign courses, creating a central access point for your entire compliance program in our newly designed
User Console.

Reliable automation
Create and deliver continual learning campaigns that run according to customized assignment rules and
unique milestone events, triggering automated communications.

Easy integrations
Easily manage users with continuous bulkloading of HRIS data and ensure convenient access for your users
with SSO. Catalyst Reach also integrates with other LRN Catalyst products and/or any LMS.

Amplify compliance. Activate culture.
Deploy high-impact learning seamlessly to drive ethical culture and completions.

Elevate program
awareness
Leverage multi-channel, prebuilt communications that
you can quickly design,
brand, and deploy. These
professional-looking
communications bring
awareness to your program
and give learners access to
relevant training virtually
anywhere—desktop, offline,
mobile, or through an app.

Monitor your
program
Access dashboards for
quick, high-level
visualizations into your
program and empower
supervisors to drive
completions with easy-toread Manager’s Reports.
Easily export reporting data
to share with key
stakeholders outside of the
Catalyst Reach software.

Turn data into
decisions
Get a critical view with
reporting at the question,
regional, and user levels.
These crucial insights
enable you to identify
hotspots, understand status,
and measure overall
effectiveness.

Key facts
you need to know
Our LMS is built to provide a great experience for both learners
and administrators. Here are some additional ways we make it
easier to run your program.

Access on web,
mobile, or offline
means you can reach
all your learners
wherever they are.

Courses auto-save and
can be restarted on
web or mobile devices
for a better, more
practical learner
experience.
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Our platform meets
current accessibility
guidelines and
conforms to WCAG 2.1
Level AA standards.

Our global technical
support team is
available 24/7.
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